Sec. Cor. 28 27 33 34
T4S R12W

(± 1956)

IN PRESENCE OF W. F. ANDERSON, FRANK BACCOCK, F. L. SMITH

Sec. 20
Twp 1-2-9

- Found 8" spruce limb. Drive 2" pipe on site. Marked

Sewanee from which a 36" maple branch. H 4-158 W 7360

- Located approx. 1/2 North of small slough.

H. C. Sec.

- Old 8" sewer with Road fill. clear. 40 ft. near W. C.
- 19-30. From the Fred. H. Kinney description of sewer from SW corner.

T2S R12W

- Track which is Clp. Thru. H 12-248 709 X H 1-1746 4327

- On hobbies.

Bay: 10.8 Hem. map 182 534.54 T. N. H. 10.8 Hem. map 1427

- In presence of F. L. Smith.

H. C. Cor.

Tripp D.L.C.

- Set 2" LP 12 below surface.

- Sept 2917

- In presence of W. F. Anderson, F. L. Smith


W. H. Bed. 21" L.P. 12 below surface.

- Sept 29 1951

- Mark.

S.W. Cor. Doutherty D. L. C. found old spruce. Limb 12 below surface. Erased

- Sharpened in both. old BT. 30" 5pm. Chopped out end found 8" branch.

- Set 1" LP pipe along side of limb

29 159

- H. 689 348 T. 1328

- In presence of W. F. Anderson, F. L. Smith

- Sept 2917

- Mark.

Sec. Cor. 7 1/8 18 1/7

- Section 7 as below.

- BT. Will be dug. 20" Hem. Ber. H. 492 X. 125 4.3K. Now

- Dead. Out Marks Visible.

- 24" Hem. Ber. N. 32 X. 50 1.4. No Remains to Be Found

- 36" Hem. Ber. S. 72 X. 45 1.4. No Remains to Be Found

- BT. Made 157 20 years ago. (Record not found) As below.

- Made new 50 Hem. N. 5-16 4.3.

- 24" Hem. S. E. H. 4-8

- In presence of F. L. Smith

- Dug Hem. 12-440 709 X H 1-1746 4327 H 1568

- On hobbies.

- Hem. map 1218 479.75 T. N. H. 10.8 Hem. map 1427

- In presence of F. L. Smith

- Approx. approx.

- N. W. Cor. City Limits tillamook City 1958 W. F. Anderson

- City line to be conveyed with F. E. Smith.

- 8" of water for

- Leg pond. Monument will be marked

- Out Tack in Delta

- In piling.

- Out Tack 10 Delta

- In piling.